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PALACKY UNIVERSITY, THE DEPARTMENT OF ASIAN STUDIES & SINOPHONE-PROJECT
Palacký University in Olomouc is the third-largest university in the Czech Republic. It was founded in the 16th 
century and is today a modern higher education institution with a wide range of study areas. It is a home for 
ground-breaking research (a total of 22 projects have been funded within Horizon 2020). The European Com-
mission awarded the HR Excellence in Research Award to Palacký University in the second half of 2021. The 
university strives to create an open, tolerant and respectful environment.

The Department of Asian Studies is a research center hosting an excellent research project, Sinophone Border-
lands – the interaction at the edges (funded: EU/CZ-OPVVV; https://sinofon.cz/) producing academic contribu-
tions in various subfields of Asian studies. The department is proud to have attracted excellent postdoctoral 
researchers under MSCA-IF framework.

TOPICS ON MOBILITY & SECURITY 
Different countries had – and still have – various types of exclusion zones, where human freedoms are restrict-
ed in the name of security. The simplest example is the border zones like Korean Demilitarized or restricted 
access zones in Russia. A more exotic example is the secret cities of various kinds in post-Soviet space linked to 
the nuclear, space, chemical, or biological industries. Most of these cities are open now while they remain 
understudies and rather unexplained. Recent migration crises create new exclusion zones, which "for safety 
reasons" may either exclude part of the national space or, conversely, create such spaces beyond national 
borders. In turn, environmental disasters contribute to creating new exclusion zones in Asia like it was with Fuku-
shima. On the other hand, nature reserves continue to exist, which, although created to protect nature, also 
work to exclude territorial spaces from the united national body of the state and deprive both citizens and 
non-citizens of freedom of movement. Special rules of movement within cities are habitual in such countries as 
India, where certain urban parts are forbidden to the public. Finally, as we all learned recently, freedom of 
movement can be banned in any country when global pandemic crises such as Covid 2019 occur. Hence, 
territories of many - presumably, any countries - might turn into striated, divided into cells, slices, and frag-
ments. Despite these "worldwide possibilities," it seems that most zones of exclusion exist now in Asia – if Russia 
is included in this part of the world – while most studies about exclusion zone are devoted to the West. That is 
why, drawing on methods and theoretical insights of social anthropology and human geography, we aim to 
explore and compare diverse exclusion zones in Asia, where human freedoms – first of all, mobility – are (or 
previously were) restricted in the name of security.

So, we invite potential students wishing to develop their PhD research on topics related to exclusion zones 
in any Asian country, including Russia. The Department of Asian Studies has expertise in most Asian coun-
tries and will be happy to support such research.

ABOUT MSCA INDIVIDUAL FELLOWSHIPS
MSCA Individual Fellowships are open to applications from individuals with a doctoral degree by the time of the 
call deadline. More information is available here: Postdoctoral Fellowships | Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions 
(europa.eu) 
The application consists of a research proposal written jointly with the host organization. We will be delighted 
to offer support in the preparation of an application for interested parties. To express your interest, please 
send a two-page proposal and a two-page CV to petra.vaculikova@upol.cz 


